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Mounting Systems Supplies Sigma I Steel Ground Mounts for a 4 MW Solar System in Livermore, 
CA  

West Sacramento, CA – In light of the recent completion of a 4 MW PV project in Livermore, CA, 
Mounting Systems is proud to announce its contribution to the success of this solar development at 
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Mounting Systems supplied its signature Sigma I 
Steel ground mounts, which utilizes a new, proprietary cold-rolled steel with Clickstone technology 
for speed and ease of installation. With ISO-9001 and UL 2703 certification, contractors could 
depend on the efficiency and reliability of ground mount installations through Mounting System’s 
services. 

“These ground mount systems demonstrate high quality control when checking the parts and 
connection points on each module. Less maintenance required for these systems is ideal,” says Helge 
Biernath of Sunstall. “Throughout the process, we received a high responsiveness from Mounting 
Systems for technical solutions and support during the installation.” 

Mounting Systems collaborated with Sunstall Inc., the experts in solar pile driving, towards the 
completion of the on-site installation of Mounting System’s ground mount system for LLNL and 
operated under solar contractor Juwi of Boulder, CO, who developed and oversaw the construction 
of the PV project.  

“The Sigma I Steel mounting system utilizes advanced technologies in steel coating as well as the 
most innovative techniques in racking pre-assembly,” said Holger Giebel, CEO of Mounting Systems, 
Inc. “This results in a highly durable, long-lasting product that is both easy to install and extremely 
cost effective.” 

With over 8 GW projects internationally and 22 years of experience, Mounting Systems is proud to 
contribute to another successful and economical improvement towards solar development.  

 

About Mounting Systems: 

Mounting Systems GmbH was founded in 1993 in Dahlewitz, Germany. With 20 years of expertise in 
the market, Mounting Systems is one of the foremost international developers and producers of 
racking systems for photovoltaic and solar thermal facilities. In September 2008, Mounting Systems 
GmbH began operating as an independent company and has been selling its products in the market 
since. Today, the racking systems, produced in Rangsdorf and West Sacramento, are delivered to 
customers around the world. In 2010, Mounting Systems opened a representative office in Lyon, 
France. Additional representative offices have since been opened in London and Tokyo.  
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Mounting Systems, Inc. is the US-based affiliate of Mounting Systems, GmbH, headquartered in 
Rangsdorf, Germany. In 2010, Mounting Systems, Inc. was established in West Sacramento, 
California as a manufacturer of racking systems and components for the U.S. and Canadian market. 
Mounting Systems, Inc. is ISO 9001 certified and in 2011, was honored with the “Patriotic Employer” 
award for its support of the National Guard and Reserve. 

Together, Mounting Systems, Inc. and Mounting Systems GmbH continue to build on an 8GW history 
of excellence and product technological leadership with a continued focus on the surpassing of 
customer expectations.  

 
 

About Sunstall Inc.: 

Sunstall is a California corporation that offers extensive knowledge in installing solar projects. 
Experienced in the execution, management, and coordination of construction; Sunstall warrants the 
success of your project. This ideal mixture of craftsmanship and project management capabilities 
sets Sunstall apart from any competitor. To learn more about Sunstall Incorporated please 
visit www.sunstall.com. 

 

 
Mounting Systems, Inc. Press Contact 
Eduardo Lainez 
pr-us@mounting-systems.com 
916-287-2267 
820 Riverside Parkway 
West Sacramento, CA 95605 
www.mounting-systems.us  
 
Sunstall Inc. Press Contact 
Helge Biernath 
h.biernath@sunstall.com 
415-707-0305 
384 Bel Marin Keys Blvd, Suite 230 
Novato, CA 94949 
www.sunstall.com  
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